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The neighborhood is zoned single family detached, R-1-B, low density in a 
neighborhood conservation area. 

The question is not whether a CCRC can receive a special exception in a 
residential zone.  Since 2016, they can.  The question is whether this proposal 
before you is too large and has too high a volume of use and is therefore 
objectionable in this residential zone. 

Sunrise says it needs 1.5 acres so they chose a lot half that size and come to 
you for dramatic increases in volume and mass. 

The combined impact of at least 3 area variances and 2 special exceptions 
would result in use of the lot that is dramatically out of scale with its 
surroundings. 

At least five (5) requests for zoning relief for the same lot is proof this is the 
wrong site for this development.

This is not zoning “adjustment”. This is zoning elimination.  
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 Sunrise says they need 86 units at 900 SF per unit.  
Even if true, they knew that when they were seeking to 
add another new location. 

 They say their version of a CCRC requires a 1.5-acre lot, 
but then chose a 0.81 acre lot. 

 Then they argue you must grant at least 3 area 
variances and 2 special exceptions in to provide the 
desired profit level for Sunrise and its shareholders. 

 This is a total rewrite of zoning regulations. 
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Allowed -
Required 

Proposal Relief 
Requested 

Percent 
change

WABC MOR 294 seat church reduced to 
250 seat church

Percent of 
building 13%

CCRC 86 units with 121 residents and 
65-75 staff FTEs

Special 
exception

Percent of 
building: 87%

Truck Ramp 
Retaining 
Wall

4 feet (48 
inches)

Over 13 feet Special 
exception

Over 300%

Lot 
Occupancy 
non-church

40%
58% which allows an increase 

of in 6,380 SF on a lot of 
35,443 SF 

Variance Almost 50% 
increase

Side Yard 
Setback

8 feet Eliminate – allowing building to 
increase volume almost 10%

Variance 100%

Stories 3 stories 4 stories – with top 2 stories 
entirely occupied by Sunrise

Variance 25% increase

H wt I t t n t· a k f r many varian 
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WISCONSIN AVENUE BAPTIST CHURCH 
SUNRISE SENIOR LIVING 

m 
ZONING DATA : 

QUARE 1779, LOT 14 
LA D AREA : 35,443 s.f. 
ZO I G : R- 1-B 
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	Wisconsin Avenue Baptist Church (WABC) �and Sunrise Development�3920 Alton Place NW��BZA Case No. 19823�November 14, 2018��Tenleytown Neighbors Association
	What is the purpose of zoning if R-1-B, single family detached, low density in a neighborhood conservation area, next to federal park land, allows this in the residential zone?
	Issues Overview
	If Sunrise needs 1.5 acres, why select a lot half that size?
	How to “expand” a lot at no cost: ask for many variances and exceptions. 
	The Neighborhood – Sunrise building adjacent to family homes 
	Our Residential Neighborhood
	Residential neighborhood. WABC is yellow dot at left. Wilson High at top. 
	Tenley Circle: This does not need landscaping.
	Federal Park Land – looking from Wisconsin Avenue toward WABC 
	Looking at WABC sign from both directions  - and park land.
	Historic Grant Rd houses �(within 200 ft) – Pre-Civil War
	Does this building belong on this block among the single family homes? (Only yellow is the church).
	3901 Yuma Street – �shares property line with WABC
	Yuma Street homes across from church
	Too big among homes. (Church in “yellow” is less than 13% of building).
	Alton Place, from WABC’s property
	Alton Place home – from WABC
	Alton Place across from church
	39th Street homes that share property line with WABC
	39th Street homes that share property line with church  
	This massive building does not belong on an R-1-B lot with these homes. The 5 family homes that share a property line would be in the foreground and are about the same height as the trees.
	Alton Place & 39th Street – shares property line with WABC
	How close…. to the baby.
	The building would be 52 feet high compared to 28 feet now. 
	Proposed building would be twice as high and continue across entire lot. Very close. So think trucks, noise and fumes.
	Through patio fence – truck ramp goes here.
	FLUM and Policy Maps
	Volume of Use: �Never foreseen in LOW density zone. 
	3920 Alton when it was 7 lots – see 5 houses to right
	3 Variances requested: lot occupancy, number of stories, side yard elimination. Plus a 4th Variance – height of steeple. 
	Lot Occupancy Variances
	Filling the Lot
	Filling the Entire Lot
	Variance for extra story: 3 allowed not 4
	Steeple allowed up to 60 feet. It appears to exceed at 76 feet. Variance needed?
	Variance for side yard setback elimination
	Must be an owner to ask for a variance. 
	Three prong test for variances 
	WABC’s property at�3920 Alton when it �was 7 lots (1941)
	The Lot is Not Unique
	No “confluence of factors” - Prong 1.
	No public service organization, no affordable units, no institutional necessity.  Prong 1.
	No Practical Difficulties or Undue Hardship - Prong 2.
	WIN. WIN. Zoning compliant alternative option to fund WABC facility modernization –- sell 2 lots to raise $1.7 million for renovations. [DC government just approved the building for occupancy by a childcare center.]   
	Severity of Variances and �Self-Created Hardship. Prong 2.
	These Variances would harm the public good and zoning plan – Prong 3
	The Sunrise-WABC proposal is inconsistent with many provisions of the Comp Plan, which is the law.  
	To conclude, applicants fail the 3 prong test for variances
	To conclude, applicants fail the 3 prong test for variances
	Why pick a lot half the size of what they say they need then ask the BZA to help them push 20 pounds of flour into a 5-pound bag.
	Two Special Exceptions requested: Truck Ramp Retaining Wall and “CCRC”
	Adverse Impact: 39th Street homes sold in less than a year. (Draude II)
	Truck Ramp Retaining Wall �Special Exception
	�Compare:
	Alton Place – church driveway - proposed to become truck ramp with retaining wall with 13 foot drop. 
	Truck ramp retaining wall dropping 13 feet too close to homes. Environmental concerns: increased pollution with inadequate airflow, exterior commercial lighting. Canyon effect concentrating noise and fumes.
	Safety, Traffic, Truck loading – Retaining wall drops down 13 feet and the width of the ramp is only 12 feet.  Concerns for pedestrian safety.
	Environmental & Trash Collection issues – truck ramp (like current drive) is 12 feet wide/Alton traffic lanes are 8 feet wide. Retaining Wall allows drop of 13 feet. Yuma would have same problems.
	13 Foot Retaining Wall allows trucks down ramp next to a child in this house.
	Continuing Care Retirement Community (CCRC) - DEFINITION
	Slide Number 62
	CCRCs in Residential Neighborhoods
	Six Conditions must be met to be granted a CCRC special exception
	Parking is a specific CCRC condition.
	Brighton Gardens – entrance is 6’11” tall – shuttle cannot enter to use garage.
	Garages fill with extra refuse – taking parking spaces
	CCRC cannot �“become objectionable”
	Traffic/Trucks - Volume of Use. �Some issues not addressed in Traffic Reports.
	Sunrise’s plan is to bring 20 large trucks down this street (Alton Place) every week to turn on to truck ramp with the retaining wall of 13-feet. Plus the 7-ton shuttle moves numerous times a day.  The landscape trucks, etc, etc…
	No through trucks over 1 ¼ ton signs – Alton, Yuma, 39th Street
	DDOT’s bollards to keep traffic off 39th Street – also “No Thru Trucks”
	Many trucks service Sunrise but they do not use the garage
	Sunrise 7 ton shuttle – which they plan to operate from Alton multiple times daily
	28 ton truck leaving Sunrise – this does not belong on Alton Place or Yuma Street 
	Stryker Truck at Sunrise at Brighton Gardens - there are also moving vans each week – 60 residents enter/leave each year. 
	Stericylce Medical Waste Truck at Sunrise on Conn Ave.
	Alsco truck and Sunrise shuttle at Sunrise facility – not using garage
	Landscape trucks at Sunrise – where will they park?
	Ambulances at Sunrise – only some originate from DC government.
	To remove a Roll Off a 16 ft elevation is required to put it on the truck. Location in garage is not viable. Residents move in/out weekly.
	Open Roll Offs at Sunrise facilities 
	View of Debris in Open Roll Off
	Many trash receptacles at Sunrise
	To conclude, special exceptions. They should be denied because the conditions are not met for granting the Retaining wall or CCRC.
	Additional issues must be addressed: slope, loading platform, service delivery space
	Conclusion
	WRONG SITE FOR SUNRISE



